
Electrocardiogram Amplifier

The basic electrocardiogram amplifier is shown in figure 1. It has again ofapproximately 2000 (10x201).

figure I-EKG Amplifier
It uses the Analog Devices AD621, Ul. as a differential preamplifier set up with a gain of 10. The AD621
output is limited to about 2 volts less than the supply voltages . The gain is set at 10 so it will saturate with
inputs of 300mV meeting ANSI/AAMIEC-1 I standards for maximum input offsets. Resistors R9 and
R10 provide protective paths to ground as well as supplyingDC bias currents . Alow-pass filter based on
C4 andR6 filter out electrode-offset potentials and provide adequate low-frequency response to meet EC-
11 . A send operational amplifierLMC6484U2A. provides gain of201(1+R8/R7) .

Amplifiers which provide a direct groundpath introduce risk of a ground-fault hazard. ANSI/AAMIES-1
standard for safe current levels provides that ground currents must be less than 50 gAmp., . The direct
ground electrode will not provide limit the current beyond the limit determined by the electrode and skin
resistance .

	

Thefollowing circuit will provide both limited current and an "active ground" yielding
generally superior performance

figure 2 -EKG amplifier with active ground

Operational amplifiers U2B andU2C are followers. They have unityvoltage gain and prevent the resistor
summingnetwork formed by RI1 andR12from loading the electrode connections . The junction ofRI1
andR12 provides the average ofthe voltages on RA andLA electrodes. This is the common-mode voltage
which is causing problems . Thiscommon-mode voltage sensor is fed to the inverting input of op-amp
U2D. Thenon-inverting input ofU2D is connected to signal ground Theamplifier generates a current
which nearly cancels out the current producing thecommon-mode voltage. R13 provides current limiting
as well as reducing the range ofphase-shift and easing compensation . C5 provides reduced gain at
frequencies where the ground lead resistance andbody capacitance introduces significantphase shift,
preventing oscillation . The gain-bandwidth product ofthis compensated amplifier is 1/ (2wRlI C5/2) _



13.5 kHz. The gain at 60 hz is 225 which will reduce thecommon-mode voltage by 226. Ifthe
displacement current creating this common-mode interference was 1 uA we would get5 volts without
ground (in this case the "ground " is createdby the parallel inputresistors R9 andRIO), 100mVwith a
straight "ground" electrode and IOOf226 or 0.44 mVwith the active ground . Amore pessimistic design
might increase C5 to 0.0047 NF which would result in 4.4 mV ofcommon-mode signal buta significantly
reduced chance ofoscillation .

Testing. The active ground circuit presumes that the common-mode voltage isdevelopedby a
displacement current ofaround 1 p.Amp and thatthe body-capacitance is afewhundredpicofarads . We
can implement a model to test common-mode rejection . Thefollowing circuit is similar to the test circuit
suggestedby ANSUAAMI ECl1 standard

Ac=10VACSOhz

figure 3- test configurationfor evaluating common-mode rejection

The standard specifies an imbalance inthe input impedance looking into one ofthe connectionsto the
subject. Theimpedanceused inEC-11 is 50Kshuntedby 0.047 mF. This testwill be abitmore
demanding.
Stability . Try increasing or decreasing C5 to increase stability and decrease CMRrespectively.

Switched-capacitor filter. TheNational Semiconductor MF4is a "switched-capacitor" low-pass filter. It
has 4th order Butterworth characteristics. i.e. It has maximally flat fiequency response and asymptotically
approaches UP . Switched capacitor:filters are implementedwith operational amplifiers configured as
integrators but the input current is determined by apair of switches transferring charge to an input capacitor
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rather than a resistor as illustrated. Thetime-constant ofthe integrator determines the ficquency response
ofthe filter. Thetime-constant is directly proportional to the period ofthe switching clock so switched
capacitor filters can be "tuned" by adjusting their clock frequency. TheMF4has internal components
whichcan implement anoscillator which provides this switching. ABode diagram (log-amplitude vs. log
frequency) for several different clock frequencies is illustrated at the right. Aclock frequency of 1 kHz
provides approximately 55 dB ofattenuation at 100 Hz . Twoversions are available the MF4-50 and the
MF4-100 which differ by the ratio of clock-frequency to low-pass cutofffrequency. They are 50 and 100
respectively. The clock frequency is given by fcik = 111 .69R15Cg forboth units. Theoutput ofthe
filter is limited to a bit less than ±5 volts. This exceeds both the range and the polarity ofthe ADC0848.
Aresistive attenuator formed by R17 andR18produces a5 volts positive offset and attenuates the signal

by 2. Theoutput resistance is 1K . . . the minimum needed for
proper operation oftheADC. Themaximumsink current for
theMF4is 1.5 mA when powered by ± 5volts. 5l4K < 1 .5
mA so this should work Theworst-cases sink current is not
specified

Programexample

10 CLOCKI
20 SAMP(O)
30 CAPTURE 5000h,1000
40 FOR1=0TO 2000 : NEXT I
50 TEK500011,1000
60 CLS
70 GOTO 50

TheDS5000 BASICcommand CAPTUREcansample the channel selected by SAMP() at 200 sls, create a
circular buffer and store the recent history ofthe data . DS5000 BASIC statementTEKwill present the
stored data as awaveform, starting with the oldest stored sample. DS500BASICstatementDUMP will
transmit the stored data as abinary sequence starting with the oldest stored sample . COPY will allow
manipulation ofthe stored data without fiuther updating.


